
The Charmer in ChapsThe Charmer in Chaps
by Julia London
To keep her inheritance — a rundown house —
Ella, determined to find a place to call home, goes
up against rancher Luca Prince who will do
anything — including seduction — to take back the
land he believes is his.

The CowboThe Cowboy My Meets Heets His Matis Matchch
by Margaret Brownley
Forced into marriage with a complete stranger to
secure the title to his family’s ranch, Texas cowboy
Chase McKnight accidentally marries the wrong
woman and must convince his family that they are
happily married.

HHer Ter Twinswins' Cowbo' Cowboy Dy Dadad
by Patricia Johns
Never wanting a family of his own, cowboy Colt
finds his mind changing when he assumes his late
cousin's twins and meets their beautiful mother,
Jane.

LLone Wone Wolf Cowboolf Cowboyy
by Maisey Yates
When a woman whose life he saved years ago
returns to Gold Valley, former EMT and wildland
firefighter Jacob Dalton, who has never forgotten
her, explores his attraction to Vanessa Logan, which
leads to the unexpected.
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COWBOYS
CowboCowboy Ry Rebel : Iebel : Includes Bonus Stncludes Bonus Storyory
by Carolyn Brown
Putting his wild ways behind him, cowboy Taggart
Baker meets the woman of his dreams in nurse
Nikki Grady, who tends to his wounds after a
barroom fight, but his past threatens their
newfound romance.

CowboCowboy ty to the Coro the Coree
by Maisey Yates
When horse trainer Jamie Dodge comes to work
for him, champion saddle bronc rider Gabe Dalton
finally finds the one woman who can soothe his
restless soul even though he knows he should deny
his attraction to her.

SSweet Summer Sunsetweet Summer Sunset
by Delores Fossen
Secretly writing a sex-advice blog called “Naughty
Cowgirl,” Eden Joplin, suffering from a lack of
inspiration, gets her mojo back when her gorgeous
best friend, rodeo rider Nico Laramie, kisses her in
such a way that leaves her wanting for more.

A TA Touch of Fouch of Fororeverever
by Jo Goodman
Proposing a marriage of convenience to reserved
widow Lily Salt to protect the new life he has built,
Roen Shepard discovers that she has secrets of her
own and the closer he gets to uncovering them, the
more he wants to be with her—forever.

Wind River PWind River Prrototectectoror
by Lindsay McKenna
While working for ex-Army Black Hawk pilot Dev
Mitchell, a man with whom she was involved, ex-Air
Force pilot Andy Whitcomb tries to keep things
professional until an encounter with drug
traffickers forces them into survival mode.

The Devil in the SaddleThe Devil in the Saddle
by Julia London
After dumping her two-timing fiancé, Texas
socialite Hallie Prince decides to go on her non-
refundable honeymoon alone, which brings her
face-to-face with her childhood crush who is all
grown up and more handsome—and
tempting—than ever.
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